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Abstract

Automation of popular interactive theorem provers like Coq has become a hot topic,
due to the growing number and size of verification projects such provers accommodate.
Several automation tools for Coq have been suggested, from advanced tactics like Crush,
to SMT-solving solutions like SMT-Coq and Hammer for Coq. In this talk, we will present a
complementary set of automation methods for Coq, based on discovery of proof similarities
and common proof patterns in the code.

Extended Abstract

The problem of automating (or aiding) Coq proof construction is as old as Coq itself. Ltac
tactic language is by a wide margin the most popular Coq automation tool to date. Over the
years it hosted a range of impressive extensions like e.g. SSReflect [6] and Crush [3]. Neither
of these extensions is “AI based”, i.e. neither uses automated reasoning or machine learning.
Seeing the succes of Isabelle/HOL in AI based automation [2], it is not unreasonable to predict
that incorportaion of some kinds of AI based tools in Coq may aid to further automate some
aspects of proof development. The main two questions are: (1) what kinds of AI tools? and
(2) which aspects of proof development? Very often, the answer to question (1) determines the
answer to question (2).

For example, one answer to question (1) is to encorporate powerful SMT solvers into Coq,
thus aiming for automation of Coq proofs that correspond to the first-order theory of the
underlying SMT solver. For the phase of translation of proofs from the language of the SMT-
solver back to Coq, two engineering solutions are possible. Hammers for Coq [4] approach
suggests to use the “Hammer” methods [2] also employed in Isabelle and HOL, i.e. to reconstruct
the Ltac tactics from SMT proof traces. SMT-Coq [5] approach uses the small scale reflection
to reflect the proofs generated by the SMT-solver back into Coq’s language.

In this talk, we will propose an alternative answer to the questions (1) and (2). We propose to
use a method of statistical pattern-recognition to detect structural similarities among Coq proofs
and definitions. It has been implemented in ML4PG (Machine-Learning for Proof General) [10,
8]. ML4PG performs a structural analysis of all Coq objects in the given libraries, and discovers
their mutual dependencies and similarities. Based on the discovered patterns, it outputs small
sets (clusters) of similar proofs.

If a theorem of interest belongs to a certain cluster, other lemmas and theorems in that
cluster are deemed to be structurally similar to it, and we can try to reconstruct an Ltac proof
script for a new theorem by analogy with the Ltac scripts of similar proofs in the cluster. Unlike
the SMT-based tools, this method will not be restricted to first-order fragment of Coq proofs,
and it will work similarly for SSReflect or plain Coq proofs. But this method will be limited by
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the power of the analogical argument. For example, a new theorem may not be provable by
analogy with any other existing theorem, or the analogy may run deeper than any Ltac tactic
combination we may generate. The recent preliminary results [11] showed a big variation in
success of the analogical method, depending on the libraries, ranging from 94% in HoTT Path
library [1], and dropping to 36% in the standard SSReflect library.

In this talk, we will give a detailed experimental study of the power and limitations of the
analogical proof reconstruction in Coq setting. We will show four new prototype tools that
explore the analogies arising from structural similarities of proofs in four different ways, some
involving heuristics such as the automata generation of SEPIA [7]. We compare the performance
of these four new analogical methods on SSReflect, CompCert [12], and CoqHoTT libraries.

A similar study of proof automation by analogy has been done in ACL2 [9].
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